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lOQ.-J&LIP-PIUH AT THE BHETLAND ISLANDS.‘ 

B y  Abr. ANNANIASSEN. 

Cod, ling, and bream fisheries are carried on all round this group of 
islands; the ling and bream fisheries, however, principally on the east 
coast from Sumburgh Head to Haroldswick, a t  n distance of from 10 to 60 
miles from the coast. The cod fisheries are mainly found on the west 
coast, principally in March, for which reasou the inhabitants of these 
islands generally call them the “winter fisheries,” t while the ling and 
bseam fisheries are carried on during April, May, and June, until the 
herring fisheries begin. The most import ant fishing stations , on the 
east coast are: Lerwick, Whalsay, and Skerries; and on the west coaet : 
Pethaland, Stenness, Papa-Stour, Vaila Sound, and Scalloway. ??a- 
tives of the islands are engaged principally in these fisheries.$ Some- 
times deck-boats are employed, but more frequently open boats, having 
one mast and a lug-sail, and generally a crew of’ from 4 to 6 men. They 
are‘good sea-going boats. The deck-boats likewise have one mast, and 
are rigged like a sloop, and their crew generally numbers from 5 to 7 
men. As a general rule lines with hooks Itre used, the hooks, however, 
being somewhat larger than those used in Norway. The distance be- 
tween the hooks is 3 or 39 fathoms. A cork. buoy is used, through 
which passes a pole from 9 to 12 feet long. The cork buoy is in the 
middle of the pole, whioh has a sinker a t  the lower end to keep it in tt 
perpendicular position. As the lines are always hauled in while the 
boat is under full sail, six to ten extended and painted ox-bladders are 
fastened to the cork buoy a t  intervals of one foot. When the line is to 
be hauled in the bladders are drawn in with the boat-hook. The lines 
are placed in baskets which on the inside have an upper edge of tine 
cork in which the hooks are fastened. Each basket holds generally 
150 hooks, or from 450 to 600 fathomR of line. As a general ruIe from 
16 to 20 baskets are used, so that the oiitire length of the lines is nearly 
10 geographical miles. Each line-fisher, moreover, carries from 16 to 
20 nets, which are cast every evening to obtain the necessary bait. If 
tbe weather is favorable for uet-fishing, a sufficient quantity of bait is 
aJways procured. If one of the boats happen8 to be less successful, 
one of the more fortunate boats renders assietanm, without any par, 
which is a very general oustotn smoiig the fishermen of these islands. 
The nets are generally hauled in about midnight, and immediately 
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afterwards the lines are set. This is always done while the boat is un- 
der way, and the hooks are baited as the lines are being set, by 2 or 3 
men who stand round the basket and put the bait on the hooks. As 
the hooks are arranged in order a2ong the cork-band round the upper 
edge of the basket, each man takes one in his turn, so that the baiting 
is done easily, even if the boat is in rapid motion. An entire small 
herring is attached to each hook by passing the barb through the vent. 

At  the beginning of the fisheries each fisherman makes a contract 
with the dealer whom he furnisheu with fish. If a boat utays out more 
than three days a reduction is made in the price, according to the 
appearance of the fish aad the time the boat was out. 

The board furnished the fishermen is generally good, consisting prin- 
cipally of wheat bread, cheese, butter, and near13 every day pudding, 
besides various canned goods. Tea and coffee are the nsnal drinks, 
liquor being used but'very rarely. When in port the meu live on shore, 
generally with the merchait who bugs the fish. 

As the fisheries are alrhost exclusively carried on with lines, the fish 
are rarely killed, as they are generally dead before they reach the boat. 
All fish, however, which are taken with hand-lines are killed, either by 
8 cut acroiw the throat or by driving the knife into the heart. 

The flsshermen of the Shetland Islands cleau the fish in the same man- 
ner as t h e  FBroe and Iceland fishermen, so that the  backbone remains 
in the left side, while in Norway it is usually left in the right side. It 
is cut through 1 or 2 tertebrs, from 18 to 24 vertebra from the tail, 
according to the size of the fish. The knifc used generally has a length 
of about 319 centimeters and a breadth of 69 centimeters. The blade 
has an upward curve, and the point is semicircular. Those made by 
blacksmiths on the spot are preferred to machine-made knives. Accord- 
ing to my opinion the Shetland fishermen cut too deep, often down to 
the skin, which weakens the consistency of the fish; and several of the 
fishermen agree with me on this point. 

As soon as the fish has been cleaned i t  is washed. The mashing is done 
iU boxes. The side a t  which the washer stands is somewhat slanting, 
While the other, alongside of the cleaning bench, is straight. The Ash 
are pushed into the box from the bench. The water is pumped out of 
the ma and is led into the boxes through troughs. Most of the boxes 
have over the bottom a grating, under which that portion of the dirt 
Which sinks to the bottom can gather, whereby the water i s  kept cloan 
for a considerable time. When the water is to be changed, the dirty 
water isallowed to flow off through& hole in the bottom. The washing 
of the fish is generally done by women, and brushes are used. There 

generally one washer to each cleaner. All impurities are carefully 
pe'emoved, especially all blood, while at present people are not very par- 
ticular about the thin black skin. After the fish have been washed 

are placed in boxes made of laths placed a t  intervals of 2.2 oenti- 
meters, so that the water can flow off. 

' 
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The salting is generally done in tubs, and but very rarely in boxes. 
As a general rule Liverpool salt is used, but occasionally one-third Lis- 
bon or Setubal salt is mixed with it. One counts 1 barrel of salt to 4.5 
barrels of raw or 2 barrels of cured fish. No difl'erence is made in this 
respect between fresh fish and fish which have lain some t h e .  Ex- 
periments relative to the weight of the fish showed the following results : 

Twelve hundred pounds of raw fish, when taken out of' the salt-brine, 
weighed 800 pounds j therefore the loss of weight in the salt was 33.3 
per cent. After having been dried for seven weeks the same quantitF 
of fish weighed 633 pounds, making the loss through drying 22.3 per cent. 
The total loss was, therefore, 55.6 per cent, which corresponds to t h e  
proportion given above, namely, 2 barrels dried from 4.5 barrels raw 
fish. After the fish have lain in salt from four to seven days they are 
taken out. If there is no.opportunity tobegin the drying proceqs, t h e  fish 
are piled up in heaps, with a littlesalt between eabh layer. There is no 
absolute rule as t,o how much salt is to b6 used; generally, however', 
one-fourth barrel of salt 1s counted to 1 barrel of salted fish. The 
fish remain in these piles until the drying process can begin, and the 
winter fish generally remain until the first part ofApril. 

The washing which precedes the drying is done in boxes with salt- 
peter, like those described before, with the only exception that both 
sides are danting. During the washing the necks are cleaned with 
special care, and the thin black skin is completely removed. Brushes. 
with a haudle are used. After the fish have been washed they are laid 
jn smdll heaps, all turned the same way, and if possible in places where 
the ground slopes a little. If the weather the next day is dry, the fisll 
are exposed to the air; if not, they are covered with mats; but the 
heaps are not rearranged. When the fish have had one good drying- 
day, they are arranged in square heaps, each containing a t  most one- 
half ton (600 kilograms); thus t'hey remain two or even three days, 
when they are again spread out. After they have had two or three good 
dryingdays they are arranged in larger heaps, each containing 3 or 4 ton8, 
when the pressing begins, the fish remaining in these heaps two or three 
days between each spreadink. As the drying progresses, the heaps are 
made larger, containing 5 or G tons, and the fish are spread out only 
every third or fourth dag. When the fish are arranged in these heaps, 
care is taken that those which were at the bottom when spread out are 
put on the top. The heaps are always well covered with mats. I n  110 case 
are stones placed on the top of the heap. The time occupied in drying 
is generally from five to seven weeks, sometimes more. As a general 
rule the fish are dried on natural banks of stones or pebbles. In  some 
places a scafl'olding is used, consisting of props two feet high across 
which laths arc laid (three to the foot). Such scaffoldings are preferred 
to stone banks. During the drying season the sun is seldom warin 
enough to hurt  the fish. Sometimes, however, this will happen ; and 
in that cas0 the fish are, as with us in Norway, placed on edge, always 
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two and two together. Tho fish in that case are also washed in strong 
brine, the heaps are frequent'ly changed, and the fish are pressed. 

The principal difference between tho Shetland and the Norwegian 
method of drying is this : That in the Shetland Islands the fish are not- 
pressed so much. The fish which am called well dried, are, however, 
according to my idea, moist and contain too much salt. Those fish arc 
called first-class which, mhon held against the light or the sun, shine, 
and which on tho flesh side have a fine white crust of salt. In Norway 
such tish would be considered salted too much. The Shetland fisher- 
men do not use more salt than we do ; but, as the fish are pressed less, 
more salt remains in them in proportion to the water and the solid parts 
than is the case in our method of drying. With us some of the water 
is pressed out, and thereby also a corresponding quantity of salt, and 
the superfluous water is removed wore by evaporation, while in tho 
Shetland Islands the drying is done by having a current of air striku 
the fish on both sides. 

While the fish are lying in heaps waiting to be shipped they are COV- 

ered with mats and sailw. Thepackiug-sheds are constructed partly of 
stone and partly of wood. If they are frame, the sides, both inside nud 
outside, are covered with boards. 

Besides cod, ling, and bream, coal-fish are also cured as klip-fish. 
The refuse is packed in barrels, and either sent to Scotland or to the  
various guano factories on the Shetland Islands. 

The principal markets for the Shetland fish are Spain, Ireland, and 
Scotland. Well-dried fish also find a market in London. A consider- 
able amount of well-dried fish, not too strongly salted, is put up in tin 
Cans, packed in wooden boxes, and shipped to Austraha. 

100.-POUND AND NET WISHING A T  EEEIE, PA. 

B y  M. E. DUNLAP. 

Two methods of fishing are practiced 'at this place. About 200 miles 
of gill-nets are fished Doni this port. Eight pound-nets have been) 
fished about 10 miles west of the entrance to our barbor. Over 100 tons 
Qf dead fish from the gill-nets have been thrown away annually, most 
of them back into tho lake where they were Caught, thus fouling tho 
Whitefish grounds. The gill-nets are fished a11 tho year when the ice 
does riot prevent. The pound-nets are set only three months in the- 
Year, and all of tho fish taken in them are alive and fresh and without 
RPawn, and all of them of full marketable size, noue of them having to. 

thrown away on account of size or becauso of' their being stale. 
which of the two methods is best: (1) for the proteotion of the fish 
and the continuaace of the supply j (2) for furnishing good, sound fish 


